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Thursday’s Flash news:

Dear Members,

On Tuesday equity markets and commodities traded positive as predicted but commodity
rising cycle is ending tomorrow (on Thursday) so exit or sell some positions in metals and
grains. Oil, heating oil, RB Gas and Natural gas will trade with volatile trend, so we recommend
short term trading in and out as mentioned ranges here below. Last week our Astro indicators
provided us great buying call on S&P when it touched 1736 (We recommended aggressive
buying in USA and rest of world market). We still believe that USD index is great buy around
or below 80.52 levels or you can sell Euro around 1.3655. Coffee, Sugar and cotton buying
trades are doing great, one should book profit coffee and cotton in part of positions (keep
30% positions). Our recommended stocks have done very well, buy some new positions in
GNRC and DXCM.

This is what we mentioned yesterday and we would like you to read once again carefully: I
don’t know how seriously you are following our work because I don’t want you to miss this
great bull market opportunity. Since the last 2 years and 5 months, we have constantly, for
every single day, been recommending buying stocks and indexes. Since the last year, our
favorite sector is Biotech, and we sure many of you must have taken buying positions in these
stocks. RGEN, LCI, TARO, LGND, DVA, DHRM, CADX have done amazing well. Four months ago,
we recommended a strong buying in CADX and DHRM; both these stocks moved up in a
multifold. We strongly recommend buying our stock reports.

This bull market is very powerful. Ignore people who are predicting a crash in the market, and
ignore those who are predicting a bear trend, because these kinds of noises can keep you away
from a great money-making opportunity.

On Tuesday, stocks traded very positively, which clearly indicates that Mars is enjoying the
combination of Saturn and the North Node. It is a clear indication that this Bull market can
become aggressive. Keep adding positions on any weaker trends.

Today again, Biotech stocks were on the run, and these stocks will keep moving higher. This
is what we recommended on Monday: Globally, biotech and Pharmaceutical stocks are
moving higher, so hold positions in these stocks and keep adding quality biotech and
Pharma stocks.

13 February 20142003

dition: 2066
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Our recommended stocks like ATHN, REGN (both these stocks moved up $40) and LCI moved
up again on Monday. These three stocks have done very well, and the buying
recommendations on Thursday last week in these stocks was good call.

We strongly recommend buying these stocks from today; stocks like Costco, Coach,
Starbucks, Walmart, BestBuy, Wholefoods, Macy’s, JC Penny, Goldman, BOA, CITI, Exxon
etc. Many of these stocks look very attractive, so step in slowly and acquire these names
like Starbucks, BOA, and Wholefoods.

Many people ask me to give my views on Marijuana
stocks and Bitcoins.

Our answer is that we are not recommending buying or
investing in Bitcoins. In our astrological opinion, gold
and silver are safe bets compared to Bitcoins, so
beware of putting money in Bitcoins.

Our views on Marijuana stocks is mixed; except a few
frontline stocks, like GWPH and MDBX, stocks can be
bought, but it is too risky to put money in other stocks
like CANV, MJNA, CBIS, PHOT, FSPN and EDXC. The
north node controls this sector, so positive news may
keep coming from this sector. One can have very small
exposure in these stocks until December 2014.

I am sure you must
have read this
week’s newsletter
carefully because it
is important how
you plan your
investment in the
most interesting
cycle.

Our buying
recommendations
in stocks like ATHN
and LIC did well the
last three trading
sessions, and we
are sure REGN, SGEN, TARO, and LDNG will do well on Tuesday and Wednesday. Buy RGEN,
TARO, SGEN, DVA, LDNG and HZNP. We strongly recommend following our daily stock
investment report.
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Here are the trading ranges and strategies for Thursday:

METALS

We are not changing our predictions on metals. Once again good time buy DUST, GLL and sell precious
metals when gold reach 1307 (1295 to 1307 great selling levels). Book profit in metals stocks on
Thursday and next week look very uncertain for metal and metal stocks. This is what we mentioned
yesterday: Precious metals have been trading higher. Mars is supporting the trends, but I still doubt
that this rally will continue for a longer period once the Sun moves houses. We also mentioned that
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gold won’t be able to break $1307 on the third astro level, so watch these prices closely. We strongly
recommend selling precious metals (gold and silver) around $1295, and add more on each $5.00 rise.

It’s the time to
take a buying
trade in DUST
and GLL (bear
etfs), which can
provide you with
good returns.
Look at UVXY
(bear etf for the
market); it just
collapsed in the
last three trading
days, because the
market went
sharply higher.
One should remain alert to grab this kind of opportunity. Metals are not in the bull market. US stocks
are in a bull trend.

Base metals will trade mixed, so trading in and out is recommended at this stage in base metals
without taking any side trades. Palladium is our favorite, so watch this trend closely or buy on any
weakness.

Our advice of staying away from metals and metal stocks in 2013 done very well. Lower side target
was in 2013 was $1150 which go achieved and we may see once again gold retesting $1150 or below
before it start bouncing back with silver.

Remember this: If gold trades below $1236 for two days, we will see new lows of $1178 to $1136.
The higher side $1277 and $1307 should be taken as selling opportunities.

Here is Thursday’s range: (March 2014 contract):

GOLD: $1298.90 to $1280.00 (April)

SILVER: $20.42 TO $19.98

COPPER: $326.90 TO $323.10

PALLADIUM: $733.50 TO $724.80

PLATINUM: $1418.00 TO $1399.00 (April)
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INDEXES

On Wednesday Asian and European market traded positive due to positive closing of US equity on
Tuesday. Wednesday USA markets closed mix. Thursday we see same kind of trend but any weakness
should be taken as buying opportunity. Don’t miss to buying emerging market (India) as well as China
and Hong Kong. Thursday on lower will be great buying opportunity in all major markets. In short term
we don’t see S&P going below 1703 so buy around this level on Thursday.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: On Tuesday, stocks traded sharply higher. The Janet Yellen
testimony clearly indicated that she is here for a serious job and she will accept and tackle any coming
challenges. Our astro indicators show that she will be lucky for the market, and her position as the FED
Chair Person market will keep moving higher. In here, Vedic Charts have the two most powerful and
strong astro combinations (Jupiter+Venus+Mars) and another one (Sun+Mercury+Satrun). These
combinations are very interesting. I am betting for an exciting time for the USA economy and stock
market under period. On Wednesday, markets will trade sharply higher; we don’t see S&P going below
1793, so watch the trend closely.

This is what we mentioned on Monday: Lower levels should be taken as buying opportunities in the
Asian and USA market. At this stage, investors should focus on Biotech and Pharmaceutical stocks
as these stocks are showing very strong momentum as predicted, and this rising trend may continue
for a few years, so hold positions in these stocks. LCI, TARO, IPCT, REGN, DXCM, ECYT and most of
our other favorite biotech stocks are on a strong upside move. Hold positions in these stocks.

Tech stocks are also our favorite, but no social media, so stay away from social media stocks.

This is what we mentioned last Thursday after the markets fell on Monday and Tuesday: India and
China look very interesting; keep adding both at this stage. Tomorrow, any weakness after the Job
report should be taken as a buying opportunity as now we don’t see S&P going below 1747 under any
circumstances because yesterday low has been formed. At this stage, it looks like Mars is ready
to join the most exciting party, and this bull-run may become very aggressive.

It looks like Mars has finally joined the party, so get ready for the most exciting ride; it looks
like 1761 will once again remain the most powerful astro support point from here onward.

In this year’s book “2014 Financial Predictions”, we have also written that in the first cycle
of January 2014, S&P won’t be able to cross 1854, and so far, that has proven to be accurate.

Trade in and out on Tuesday as mentioned below ranges.

Thursday’s trading range (March contract):

AUSTRALIAN (Cash) – 5340 to 5295

NIKKEI (Sep) – 14929 TO 14720

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 6129 to 6075
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SINGAP0RE (cash) – 3057 TO 3035

HONG KONG (cash) – 22408 to 22075

CAC – 4335 TO 4290

DAX – 9597 TO 9488

DEX EURO STOXX – 2942 - 2905

FTSE – 6670 TO 6615

FTSE/JSE – 42095 to 40688

S&P – 1823.50 TO 1808.00

NASDAQ – 3643.50 TO 3605.25

RUSSELL – 1135.75 TO 1123.50

DOW – 16065 TO 15869

TREASURY BOND

On Tuesday, the thirty year bond fell. Selling on any rise is our advice in the Thirty year bond. On
Wednesday, trade in and out in the Thirty year bond; selling on any rise will be a great strategy. This
is what we mentioned yesterday: Sell the thirty year bond on Wednesday above 135, and the higher
side will remain very limited.

The thirty year bonds traded mixed. 128 is a very strong astro support point which we predicted six
months ago when we recommended selling at 150.

Thursday trading range (March contract):

TREASURY BOND – 132-28 TO 131-22

SOFT COMMODITIES

Soft commodity buying recommendations is doing great. Must remember that we are predicting soft
commodities outperforming all other major commodities. Today one should be trading in and out all
major soft commodities, buy sugar on any weakness. We are not recommending any shorts in soft
commodities, but you can buy some put options against your holding positions in cotton and coffee.
Avoid trading cocoa, lumber and orange juice.
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This is what we mentioned yesterday: Cotton traded positively. It’s time to buy sugar. Trade in and out
in the rest of soft commodities. Coffee will remain in a mixed trend at this stage. Watch the Brazilian
drought sitiations closely.

Thursday trading range: (March 2013 Contract)

COFFEE: $143.70 TO $138.05 (Buy)

COTTON: $89.30 TO $87.50

COCOA: $2968 TO $2930

SUGAR: $16.05 TO $15.60 (buy)

GRAINS

We are not changing any predictions in grains, one can hold positions in corn and wheat but sell in Soy
and meal on any rise. Oat and Canola came down sharply, stay away from both these grains.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: Grains traded mixed to a bit positive on Tuesday. On
Wednesday, don’t miss the opportunity of selling grains around the predicted higher range here below
as a sharp fall may come any time in grains. We are still strongly recommending holding corn
positions against the selling of soy, soy oil and soy meal.

Trading in and out in grains remains the best strategy in the last 18 months.

Thursday’s trading range (March 2013 contracts):

CORN: $443.00 TO $435.50 (buy)

WHEAT: $594.50 TO $580.10

SOY: $1334.00 TO $1311.00

SOY MEAL: $448.10 TO $438.00

SOY OIL: $39.30 TO $38.69

ENERGY

Oil, heating oil, RB gas and natural gas prices went up bit but higher side is limited, at this stage we
are not recommending any aggressive trade in energy. On Wednesday, oil closed positive, which
indicates that oil, RB Gas, and heating oil prices will remain a bit firmer, so trade in and out as
mentioned in the ranges below. This is what we mentioned yesterday: If oil closes positively on
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Tuesday, it will confirm oil going toward $104.55. This is what we mentioned yesterday: Oil traded
above $99.59 which gives a bullish indication. If oil is above this for the next two days, then the upside
will be strong. If it closes two days below $99.59, (one Moon cycle) a bear trend in oil will emerge.

Natural gas broke the
support on $4.64, but was
able to bounce back on
Tuesday, which shows
that gas prices may move
higher once again. In the
last one month, Natural
gas traded with huge
volatility due to the
weather. Look at UGAZ.
We recommended selling
around $42.00, which
came down to $23.00, and
now it may rise sharply for
a few days.

Energy stocks will remain in a positive direction, so buy energy stocks.

Thursday’s trading range (ALL March 2014 contracts):

OIL: $101.38 to $99.68

NATURAL GAS: $5.00 to $4.71

HEATING OIL: $3.0455 TO $3.0090

RB GAS: $2.7820 TO $2.7300

CURRENCIES

Euro lost value on Wednesday as predicted. Keep selling euro and franc on any rise or higher side
below mentioned prices. Emerging market currencies are gaining value as predicted and these
currencies will keep gaining value against Euro, Franc and Dollar but best trade will be buying emerging
market currencies against euro and Franc. Australian and Canadian dollar will trade negative so avoid
any buying in both these currencies from Thursday. Japanese Yen will trade both sides.

At this stage, dollar looks great buy around 80.51, so don’t miss this opportunity of buying at this
stage. We are not changing any major predictions of currencies of Tuesday. This is what we mentioned
yesterday: All major currencies traded mixed without any clear directions. At this stage, we strongly
recommend buying USD and to keep adding positions on weaknesses in USD. This is what we
mentioned yesterday and are holding the same prediction for this week: On Monday, USD will still
remain mixed. As we mentioned many times before in the last two months, USD will start going on
the most unique journey and we also predicted that USD Index won’t see 79.50 again. We still hold
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that prediction. Like S&P bottomed out in 2011, USD bottomed out in the same way in 2012, so it’s
a great time to keep accumulating positions in USD.

This is what we mentioned in the month of December 2013: Keep adding USD on any weaknesses on
Tuesday or around 79.80. Sell Euro around 1.3888, Pound around 1.6620, and Swiss Franc at 1.1370.
Emerging market currencies will trade a bit weaker or sideways from Tuesday. We strongly recommend
taking some buying positions in USD. The best time for USD will start from the 15th of January 2014
against Euro and pound.

Thursday’s trading range: (March contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 80.95 to 80.52

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.9020 to 0.8921

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.9118 to 0.9057

BRITISH POUND – 1.6644 to 1.6512

EURO – 1.3627 to 1.3545

JAPANESE YEN – 0.9798 to 0.9720

SWISS FRANC – 1.1150 to 1.1052

RUPPEE – 62.23 to 61.92 (Spot)

RAND – 11.01 to 10.83 (Spot)

In our book, 2014 Financial Predictions, we mentioned that metals will remain positive from
the 2nd of February during the second cycle.

Also, we mentioned a volatile trend for markets, but are holding values. In Jan and Feb, the
market will struggle to cross 1854.

I am sure many of you must have enjoyed our book, and those who haven’t bought it should
do so. We believe that $99 will save you lot money by not going in the wrong direction and
the medium term trade recommendations will make you money for sure.

Buy “2014 Financial Predictions” http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/2014-financial-
predictions-ebook.php

Subscribe our most popular Daily Flashnews, Weekly newsletter and Daily USA stocks and
Indexes report. http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/weekly-newsletter-subscription.php
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Make the wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Thanks & God Bless, Mahendra Sharma,

12 February 2014, Wednesday 4.30 PM, Santa Barbara

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


